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Today Jesus has decided to face the sophistication of the Pharisees and the scholars of the law. In 

Jesus eyes, the Pharisees and the doctors of the Law have multiplied uselessly the rules and 

precepts of the law losing sight with the final aim of the law that is to lead people to the love and 

salvation of God. 

In the Old Testament the command about tithe consisted in giving the first fruit of one’s labor as 

an expression of thanksgiving to God. We can see this in Deuteronomy 14:22 or Leviticus 27:30. 

The Scribes and Pharisees have made a long list of tithe on insignificant things up to tiny grass of 

the fields, transforming a thanksgiving act into a law and obligation about tax paying. So also, 

where generosity of heart and responsibility were requested from God to his people, the religious 

elite has perverted it into something dealing with merely human profit and hypocrisy. In so doing 

these leaders have made of the Law of God a mere human industry in which they have become 

the experts not for the service of the people of God but for their own interest emptying from 

them all real connection to the God of Israel. 



Jesus is denouncing a life of dispersion into the details which loses the sight of discernment that 

lead to keep what worth. Jesus is denouncing a life of superficiality that reduces the religious 

sphere to human business. The images Jesus uses to describe this reality of the Pharisees and 

Scribes give us matter to think about. Jesus told them that they are like “unmarked graves”. We 

all know that in the Jewish culture to come into contact with dead and grave means to become 

impure for a week, and if the graves are not seen, therefore are “unmark” so that people cannot 

avoid them, therefore they become source of contagion of sin. In a way Jesus is telling to the 

Pharisees that they were not only impure but also source of impurity for the people through their 

bad manners. In the image of the doctors of the law accused to lay heavy burdens on others while 

they do not lift a finger to help, Jesus points out to the core of the religious law and observances: 

love, for instead of being egoistic, love impels us to generously go to the help of those in need. 

Jesus is therefore recalling these groups to stop misleading themselves and the people of God 

with their erroneous merely human ideas and so they can reach out to the core of the religion of 

their ancestors, which consists in the love for God and neighbor as for oneself. 

Indeed those who love, don’t lay heavy burdens on others remaining careless to them, on the 

contrary they do their best to help them grow spiritually and humanly. Jesus himself is the full 

expression of God’s love which goes up to make him lay down his life for the multitude, even 

for the Pharisees and the scribes. 

If Jesus is clearly hush to these leaders, he aims at their conversion so that they may get to the 

salvation brought them in him. Jesus’ attitude toward them look like what happens in the 

following story. 

“A young man who was raised atheist, had many occasions to hear from his well-spoken school 

friend about Jesus. This friend of his used to talk a lot about Jesus to this young man, but this 

latter never gave ear to that. 

This young atheist was training to become an Olympic diver in his school. One night, he decided 

to go train in the swimming pool indoors. When he arrived at the pool, it was dark, but he told to 

himself that the moonlight was strong enough for him to practice his sport. He then went up on 

top on the highest board to dive into the pool. Ready to jump, he suddenly saw on the wall his 

own shade in form of a cross. This vision was so impactful that he stopped immediately to 

consider more closely what was going on. He finished kneeling to pray in front of the cross. 

Meanwhile he was still kneeling, the guardian put on the light and when the boy turned back to 

look at the pool, it was empty. In fact that evening the pool was drained for cleaning purpose. 

And if he would have jumped into it, he would have been surely a dead man from now. 

Jesus love does not stop from warning us despite our atheisms or pharisaic behaviors, and so 

when Jesus says woe to you Pharisees and Scribes, he does one thing, giving them an 

opportunity to catch up with salvation, opening their eyes to see the truth, life and the way he is 

for all. At times we may thing that these Pharisees and scribes are others, for it is always easy to 

see the defaults of others rather than ours, but we are them, for anytime we use the word of God 

for our own benefits, instead of being generous and service full to one another, we act and live 

superficially, and to us too Jesus is saying woe to you. 



The change expected from us is given us in Saint Paul’s letter to the Galatians. We are requested 

to let go the works of the flesh which are made of immorality, licentiousness, idolatry, 

dissensions, and selfishness, envy… to be guided by the Spirit whose fruit are joy, love patience, 

kindness, generosity, faithfulness and self-control. In so doing we have crucified the work of the 

flesh. 

And when Paul talks about the works of the flesh, he means the whole human being turned to sin 

and being far from God’s friendship, it has nothing to do with the physical body which would be 

source of sin. For a human person is a whole, and when he sins, it is as a whole that he sins, and 

not from a part of his reality. 

May the God of Salvation help us be generous in love, quick to conversion so that the Spirit with 

his multiple good fruits may dwell in our hearts everyday more. Amen. 

Rev. Dr. Joachim Zoundi sj. 


